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Quantum confinement transition in a d-wave superconductor
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We study the nature of the zero-temperature phase transition between ad-wave superconductor and a Mott
insulator in two dimensions. In this ‘‘quantum confinement transition,’’ spin and charge are confined to form
the electron in the Mott insulator. Within a dual formulation, direct transitions fromd-wave superconductors at
half-filling to insulators with spin-Peierls~as well as other! order emerge naturally. The possibility ofstriped
superconductorsis also discussed within the dual formulation. The transition is described by nodal fermions
and bosonic vortices, interacting via a long-ranged statistical interaction modeled by two coupled Chern-
Simons gauge fields, and the critical properties of this model are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, due to remarkable experimental progre1

the cuprate superconductors have revealed a host of m
rious phases as their chemical doping is varied. Indeed
would seem as though these materials exhibit many of
wide range of behaviors possible for low-dimension
highly correlated electron systems. Centrally located wit
the phase diagram and adjacent to many of these puzz
regions is thed-wave superconductor. Beginning in th
well-understood phase, one may develop theoretical des
tions of other nonsuperconducting phases. Of particular
terest are theT50 quantum phases, both in the very und
doped and heavily overdoped regimes. The schem
situation is shown in Fig. 1.

When describing a two-dimensional superconductor,
pological defects in the Cooper pair wave function~BCS
vortices! are of particular importance. Being bosonic, on
they proliferate, they condense atT50, destroying
superconductivity.2 In this way, a description of quantum
phases with strong pairing correlations but lacking the ph
coherence that is superconductivity emerges quite natu
as vortex condensates.3 If the superconductor isd wave,
there is the additional complication of low-energy quasip
ticles. As recently emphasized,4 there is a statistical interac
tion between these spin-carrying quasiparticles and the
tices, making the resulting theory strongly interacting.

Singlet-paired superconductors can be recast in a s
charge-separated form:5 the condensate carries all the char
but no spin, while the quasiparticles are electrically neu
with spin 1/2. Most other well-understood phases of el
trons ~such as the Fermi liquid! are spin-charge confined.
was recently argued6 that many puzzling aspects of the c
prate phase diagram could be understood in terms of
fractionalization and confinement of electrons. In this a
proach, the regions containing the pseudogap~and supercon-
ducting! phase are characterized by the presence of s
charge separation~electron fractionalization!, and can be
thought of as condensates ofhc/e vortices,7 while the
heavily overdoped regions are spin-charge-confined,hc/2e
vortex condensates. Between the two, a quantum con
ment transition might cause critical behavior over wide
0163-1829/2001/63~13!/134510~11!/$20.00 63 1345
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gions of the high-Tc phase diagram. Focusing on the zer
temperature transition out of the superconductor on
underdoped side, it must be characterized as either a con
sation ofhc/e or hc/2e vortices. In the former case, a frac
tionalized insulator at zero temperature results. In the la
case, we have a more conventional, confined phase.
same can be said of the corresponding transition on the o
doped side. In both cases, the finite doping of the sys
presents significant theoretical challenges. A key feature
the cuprates is the close proximity between ad-wave super-
conducting phase and a Mott insulating phase. Here, we
aside the issue of finite doping and work at half-filling, loo
ing at direct transitions between ad-wave superconducto
and a confined Mott insulator. One microscopic model wh
has shown a quantum transition between these two phas
half-filling is the t-U-W model, studied numerically by As
sad and co-workers.8 Here, we work instead with a dua
Landau-Ginzberg model which enables us to access theo
cally this transition by approaching from the supercondu
ing phase. Our hope is to capture some of the physics of
confinement transition in the cuprates, at whichever dopin
occurs ~see Fig. 1!. In particular, we seek to answer tw
broad questions regarding the nature of such a transition

First, in terms of phenomenology, what sort of sta
might we find when separate spin- and charge-carrying e
tations are confined to form electrons? As we shall see
remarkable feature of superconductivity with one electr
per unit cell is that in the dual theory, the vortices are fu

FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram for the high-Tc cuprates.
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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frustrated. When the vortices proliferate and condense,
frustration leads to the existence of multiple vortex cond
sates which break spatial symmetries. In particular, we
vortex condensates which destroy superconductivity~and, at
half-filling, describe Mott insulators! as well as vortex con-
densates which preserve superconductivity. As a con
quence of the vortex frustration, we find direct transitio
from superconducting states to insulating states which sp
taneously break rotational and/or translational symmetries
well as the existence of superconducting states which h
nontrivial spatial structure. Although we work at exactly o
electron per unit cell, where the vortex theory isfully frus-
trated, it is hoped that even away from half-filling the qua
tative features of our results will remain valid, in particula
the tendency toward spatial modulation near half-filling.
general, we hope that our explorations of frustrated vor
systems can yield insights into quantum phases of elect
which are complicated by the presence of competing in
actions.

Second, as a specific example, we look at the crit
properties of the the confinement transition between a s
tially modulatedd-wave superconductor and a Mott insulat
with the same broken translational symmetry. Characteri
by the presence of long-ranged statistical interactions, wh
affect the confinement of spin and charge, this quantum c
cal point should have interesting universal properties. Wit
a special region of parameter space, we explore this tra
tion analytically using renormalization group~RG! methods.

Before we begin to address these questions, we first
out the basics of the model under consideration. This mo
was introduced in Ref. 4 and many of its justifications a
consequences can be found therein. Here, we provide on
whirlwind tour of its derivation and usefulness.

II. MODEL: Z2 GAUGE THEORY

We begin by formally writing the electron creation oper
tor as a product oftwo operators, one of which carries th
spin of the electron and the other the charge. These oper
are defined with the singlet-paired superconductor in mind
we write the Cooper pair creation operator aseiwr, we con-
struct our spinless chargee boson~called a ‘‘chargon’’! from
the Cooper pair as

br
†5sre

iwr /2[eifr, sr561. ~1!

The chargon is ‘‘half a Cooper pair’’ in the sense that t
square of br

† creates a Cooper pair. The neutral spin-1
particle ~called a ‘‘spinon’’! is obtained by removing the
charge from the electron:

f ra
† 5brcra

† . ~2!

As we shall see shortly, this spinon can be thought of a
neutralized BCS quasiparticle. With these definitions,
may perform a change of variables in a suitable Hamilton
describing electrons and Cooper pairs, resulting in a the
of chargons and spinons. However, the Hilbert space of c
gons and spinons is much larger than that of electrons;
instance, the state with a single spinon but no chargons
13451
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be written down, but this state is unphysical and should
removed from the working Hilbert space. In other words,
may make this change of variables only if we additiona
impose aconstraintthat the sum of the number of chargon
Nr ~canonically conjugate to the chargon phase,@f r ,Nr 8#
5 id rr 8), and the number of spinons,r r5 f ra

† f ra , on each
site is an even integer:

~21!Nr1rr51. ~3!

This constraint can be implemented within a Euclidean p
integral representation, resulting in a theory of spinons a
chargons coupled to aZ2 gauge field.4 It should be noted tha
the constraint used here is not the same as Gutzwiller
jection, and does not disallow doubly occupied sites.

For an odd number of electrons per unit cell andd-wave
pairing correlations, the appropriate action in theZ2 gauge
theory is

S5Sc1Ss1SB , ~4!

Sc52tc(̂
i j &

s i j ~bi* bj1H.c.!, ~5!

Ss52(̂
i j &

s i j ~ t i j
s f̄ i f j1t i j

D f i↑ f j↓1c.c.!2(
i

f̄ i f i , ~6!

SB52 i
p

2 (
i , j 5 i 2 t̂

~12s i j !, ~7!

where i and j label sites on a cubic space-time lattice. T
Ising gauge field minimally coupled to the chargons a
spinons,s i j , can take values61, andSB is a Berry’s phase
term.

One may arrive at this action by making the abov
mentioned change of variables in a Hubbard-type Ham
tonian, as described in Ref. 4. Alternatively, this model c
be taken as a starting point for describing systems with lo
singlet pairing correlations as well as Mott insulating tende
cies. To exhibit the reasonableness of this model, cons
the limits of infinite and vanishingtc . For tc→`, the
bosonic chargons will condense and theZ2 gauge field will
become frozen withs i j 51, which frees the spinons. Thi
phase is simply thed-wave superconductor. The action r
duces toS5Ss , which is just the Bogoliubov–de Genne
action, with the spinons becoming the BCSd-wave quasipar-
ticles. In the opposite limittc→0, the chargons are gappe
into an insulating state. Attc50, the chargons may be trivi
ally integrated out. The remaining action is justS5Ss
1SB . It is shown in Ref. 4 that the partition function for th
remaining spin theory is formally equivalent to that of th
Heisenberg antiferromagnetic spin model. Therefore, we
the attractiveness of this model for the cuprate system, wh
also exhibits both superconductivity and antiferromagnetis
Many other additional properties of this action between th
two limits are elucidated in Ref. 4, in particular, the presen
of both spin-charge-confinedand -deconfinedphases.9

The charge sector in Eq.~4! is described in terms of the
bosonic chargons, minimally coupled to aZ2 gauge field. In
0-2
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QUANTUM CONFINEMENT TRANSITION IN A d-WAVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 134510
two spatial dimensions, vortices in the boson many-bo
wave function are point like. This allows for a particular
elegant dual description where the vortex rather than
chargon is the fundamental degree of freedom. In this d
ity, the condensate of chargons~the superconductor! is the
vacuum of vortices; the condensate of vortices is an e
tronic insulator, where the chargons are gapped. Within
vortex theory, the superconductor is trivial~being just the
vacuum! and is therefore a good place to plant our feet. Fr
this vantage, we look out of the superconductor at the ne
boring insulating phases. The duality transformation, on
lattice, in the presence of theZ2 gauge field, has been ex
plicitly implemented in Ref. 4. The full resulting action a
half-filling is

S5Ss1Sv1Sa1SCS, ~8!

Sv52tv(̂
i j &

m i j cosS u i2u j1
ai j

2 D , ~9!

Sa5
k

8p2 (
h

uD3ai j 22pt̂u2, ~10!

SCS5( i
p

4 S 12)
h

s D ~12m i j !. ~11!

The spinon actionSs is unchanged. Here,eiu i creates an
hc/2e vortex and the flux of the U~1! gauge field,ai j , is the
total electrical current. In particular, a flux of 2p through a
spatial plaquette represents a charge ofe. The termsSv and
Sa together form the usual dual-vortex representation
charge-2e Cooper pairs except that here the vortices
minimally coupled to the additional (Z2) gauge fieldm i j 5
61. The BCS vortex and the spinon are relative semio
upon circling a vortex, the spinon wave function picks up
minus sign. The termSCS is the Z2 analog of a Chern-
Simons term for the twoZ2 gauge fields and mediates th
statistical vortex-spinon interaction. The spinons ‘‘see’’ aZ2
flux )hs521 attached to eachhc/2e vortex, while the
vortices see a flux of)hm5(21)Jf . This flux attachment
may be familiar to many in the context of the quantum H
effect, where the gauge fields involved are for the U~1!
group. Because of the anomalous ‘‘f f ’’ terms in the action,
spinon number is not conserved, and the usual Chern-Sim
term cannot be used.

In the superconducting state, we are in the vacuum
vortices. The spinons see no flux and are free to propa
independently of the chargons. However, when single vo
ces condense, the long-range statistical interaction betw
the BCS vortex and the spinon drives spin-charge confi
ment. In the language of Ref. 4, the condensation ofhc/2e
vortices is accompanied by a condensation of the vis
~vortices in the Ising field,s), leading to a confined phase o
electrons.

We wish here to explore in some detail the nature of t
confinement transition, where the freely propagating s
and charge excitations are ‘‘glued together’’ to form t
electron. Aspects and implications of this quantum criti
13451
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point pertaining to the high-Tc phase diagram have been in
troduced in Ref. 6. First, we will use Landau theory to fin
phases related to thed-wave superconductor by a secon
order phase transition. Then, we will consider a special c
where we recover a U~1! symmetry for the spinons and wil
use quantum field theory methods to extract some ana
critical properties of the transition between deconfined a
confined phases.

III. DUAL-VORTEX THEORY AT HALF-FILLING

Concentrating on the vortices for the time being a
working at half-filling, the dual theory for the charge sect
becomes

Lv52tv cosS u i2u j1
ai j

2 D1
1

2
u¹3a22pt̂u2. ~12!

To obtain a low-energy effective theory, we work with
‘‘soft-spin’’ model where the vortex creation operatoreiu is
replaced by a complex fieldF. In the interest of exploring
the simplest case we set the charge per unit cell to be exa
e. In the dual theory, this corresponds to setting

^~¹3a!t̂&52p. ~13!

In this section, we drop fluctuations of the gauge fielda, and
consider a Landau mean-field approach. This is justifi
when the on-site repulsion between the electrons,U, is large.
The vortices now see exactly (¹W 3aW /2)t̂5p flux per spatial
plaquette, and we are left with the two-dimensional~2D!
fully frustrated quantumXY model:

S5E dtH(rW
u]tF rWu22 (

^rW,rW8&

t rWrW8~F rW* F rW81c.c.!

1(
rW

@m2uF rWu21u~ uF rWu2!2#J , ~14!

where rW labels sites on the 2D square lattice dual to t
original electron lattice and the sign oft r ,r 8 around a
plaquette is21. The sites of the dual lattice are at the ce
ters of the plaquettes of the original lattice, and in units
the lattice constant (a51), rW5(x,y) with x andy integers.

We proceed, following closely the work of others on th
fully frustrated quantum Ising model,10 by choosing the
gauge~to be used in the remainder of this paper! seen in Fig.
2. We may diagonalize the kinetic piece of this action to fi
two low-energy modes, residing at (kx ,ky)5(0,0) and
(p,0), respectively. In real space, these~unnormalized!
eigenvectors are

x rW
0
5~11A2!2eipy, ~15!

x rW
p

5eipx@~11A2!1eipy# ~x,y integers!. ~16!

For the purpose of characterizing the low-energy behav
of this vortex system, we consider fields which are line
combinations of these two low-energy modes,
0-3
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F~rW,t!5C0~rW,t!x rW
01Cp~rW,t!x rW

p . ~17!

We now have two complex fieldsC0(rW) andCp(rW), which
describe the low-energy configurations of our vortex syste
The phase transitions of the system can be explored wi
Ginzburg-Landau theory. The Ginzburg-Landau Hamilton
for the two-vortex system must preserve all the symmet
of the original lattice Hamiltonian, namely, discretex̂ and ŷ
translations, rotations byp/2, and the vortex U~1! symmetry
(F→eiaF), as well as Hermiticity. In terms of our two
complex vortex fields, these symmetry transformations t
a simpler form when expressed in terms of the fields

f15C01 iCp , f25C02 iCp ~18!

as follows:

Tx̂ :f1↔f2 ; ~19!

Tŷ :f1→ if2 , f2→2 if1 ; ~20!

Rp/2:f1→eip/4f1 , f2→e2 ip/4f2 ; ~21!

U~1!:fa→eiafa ~ for a51 and 2!. ~22!

Allowed terms for the action include

~ I!: ~ uf1u2!n1~ uf2u2!n,

~ II !: ~ uf1u2uf2u2!n,

~ III !: @~f1* f2!41~f1f2* !4#n

~with arbitrary positive integern), and combinations of thes
terms. Expanding in powers of the fields, we take as
Landau-Ginzburg action

FIG. 2. Representation of the fully frustrated 2D lattice. Da
lines show the location of negative or ‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ bon
(t r ,r 8,0). The two low-energy modesx r

0 andx r
p are shown in~1!

and ~2!, respectively. Long arrows have length 21A2 and short
arrows have lengthA2. Frustrated or ‘‘unhappy’’ bonds are marke
with a slash.
13451
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SLG5E d2xdt (
a51,2

@ u]mfau21r ufau2#1u4S (
a

ufau2D 2

1v4uf1u2uf2u22v8@~f1* f2!41H.c.#, ~23!

wheret has been rescaled to set the vortex velocityvv51.
The terms labeled byu4 andv4 are the only allowed quartic
terms, and are invariant under independent U~1! transforma-
tions onf1 andf2. We have kept thev8 term because it is
the lowest-order term which breaks this symmetry down
the global U(1) of Eq.~22!. This model will be employed to
construct a description of various phases proximate to
d-wave superconductor within mean-field theory.

We wish to characterize the various states of this vor
system. It is important to emphasize at this point that not
vortex condensates destroy superconductivity. Supercon
tivity is destroyed when the dual U~1! symmetry of the vor-
tex theory@Eq. ~22!# is broken. Therefore, it is possible t
have nontrivial vortex condensates which are supercond
ing. This leads to two scenarios for the superconduc
insulator transition at half-filling. First, we may consider s
perconductors which are described by a vacuum of vortic
superconductivity is then destroyed when single vortices p
liferate and condense@in a way which breaks the dual U~1!#.
Alternatively, the superconducting state could itself be
U~1!-preserving vortex condensate which then undergoe
transition which breaks the dual U~1!, destroying supercon
ductivity.

In the following sections, we explore the phases of o
dual-vortex model using the Landau-Ginzburg action of E
~23!. Due to the frustration of the vortex theory with on
electron per unit cell, the vortex condensates will break
tice symmetries. Some of these spatially ordered states
superconductors and some are insulators. We will be
by describing the possible superconducting states wi
the dual theory~including a striped superconductor!, and
then move on to a description of the insulating states. Ign
ing charge fluctuations in the superconducting states@as we
have in arriving at Eq.~23!# is not justified, and a good
description of these states would require putting the cha
fluctuations back in. Here, we content ourselves to charac
izing the phases of our vortex system by their broken sy
metries. We conclude with a summary of the possible tr
sitions from superconductor to insulator within this mea
field theory.

A. Superconductors

1. Vortex vacuums

The simplest superconducting phase is just the vor
vacuum. This is the standard BCSd-wave superconductor
Destruction of superconductivity occurs when single vortic
proliferate out of the vacuum and condense, breaking
dual U~1! symmetry. The effective action for this transitio
is Eq. ~23!.

2. Paired vortex condensates

Condensation of singlehc/2e vortices necessarily break
the dual U~1! symmetry@Eq. ~22!# destroying superconduc
0-4
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QUANTUM CONFINEMENT TRANSITION IN A d-WAVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 134510
tivity. However, whenpairs of vortices condense, the U~1!
can be preserved. Consider the paired vortex condensat

^f2* f1&Þ0, ^f1&5^f2&50. ~24!

We see that in this condensate the dual U~1! is preserved,
and the state is characterized by the phase of the conde
~setting the amplitudeu^f2* f1&u51 for simplicity!,

^f2* f1&5eiu, ~25!

u[u1~x!2u2~x!. ~26!

Here,u1 andu2 are the phases off1 andf2, respectively,
and are still free to fluctuate. Only the combinationu5u1
2u2 is uniform, reflecting the fact that the dual U~1! sym-
metry is preserved~i.e., f1 and f2 are uncondensed!. The
only term in the Landau-Ginzburg action which depends
u is thev8 term, giving

Sv52v8E d2xdt cos~4u!. ~27!

We see that the ground state depends on the sign ofv8:

v8.0:u5n
p

2
, ~28!

v8,0:u5
p

4
1n

p

2
, ~29!

with n an integer.
The spatial symmetries in Eqs.~19!–~21!, written in terms

of the relative phaseu, are

Tx̂ :u→2u, ~30!

Tŷ :u→p2u, ~31!

Rp/2:u→u1
p

2
. ~32!

From this we can see that the vortex condensate favore
v8.0 breaks the lattice rotational symmetry andoneof the
two translational symmetries. We therefore associate
condensate with a stripe-type ordering: astriped supercon-
ductor. This state is particularly interesting given recent e
perimental results which suggest possible stripes in the
perconducting state of La22xSrxCuO4.11 The ground state for
v8,0 breaks all of the lattice symmetries; we identify th
state with a ‘‘plaquette’’ order which will be made mor
explicit in upcoming sections when we discuss the insulat
states of the vortex system. For now, we emphasize the
sibility of spatially ordered superconducting states wh
emerge quite naturally within our dual vortex description

Still working in the dual description, these striped a
plaquette superconductors are described by an effec
theory of one vortex species, since the paired condensat
has locked the two original vortices together: the vor
phasesu1(x) andu2(x)5u1(x)2u still fluctuate within the
superconducting phase, but not independently. When the
13451
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maining phaseu1 becomes constant over the sample, t
dual U~1! is broken, and superconductivity is destroye
Therefore, for these spatially ordered superconductors,SLG
@Eq. ~23!# reduces to

Sv5E d2xdt@ u]mf1u21r uf1u21u~ uf1u2!2#. ~33!

It is worth noting that we have gone from a theory of a sing
fully frustrated vortex to a theory of a single unfrustrat
vortex via a theory of two vortices. This is possible becau
in a striped or plaquette superconductor, the unit cell
doubled. If one started from scratch in constructing a d
theory of these striped~plaquette! superconductors, the vor
tices would see 2p rather thanp flux per ~doubled! unit cell
and there would be only one low-energy mode.

B. Confined insulators

When single vortices condense at half-filling, we mo
from the d-wave superconductor into a confined insulat
Within our dual formulation, these insulators are describ
by condensates which break the dual U~1! symmetry of Eq.
~22!. In the case of superconductors which are vortex va
ums, because we havetwo vortex species, there are man
ways to do this and therefore many possible single-vor
condensates. We will see that these different vortex cond
sates correspond to different insulating states of electro
We return to the case of the striped and plaquette super
ductors after first enumerating the insulating states at
mean-field level, using the action of Eq.~23!.

The most general U~1!-breaking vortex condensate is

^f1&5u^f1&ueiu1, ~34!

^f2&5u^f2&ueiu2, ~35!

whereu^f1&u, u^f2&u, u1, andu2 are all fixed real numbers
Within our dual Landau-Ginzburg model, condensing t
vortices corresponds to settingr ,0 andu4.0. The signs of
v4 andv8 then determine the ground state. Forv4,0, both
vortex species acquire a nonzero amplitudeu^f1&u5u^f2&u
Þ0 and their relative phaseu125u12u2 is determined by
the sign ofv8. On the other hand, ifv4.0, the ground states
are condensates of eitherf1 or f2 and the sign ofv8 is
irrelevant. Each of these condensates will correspond t
different insulating state of the electron system. We consi
each case in turn.

1. zkf1lzÄzkf2lzÅ0

These condensates are favored byv4,0, and the relative
phase (u12u2) is determined by the sign ofv8. Taking the
magnitudesu^f1&u5u^f2&u51, this term in the action can b
rewritten as

2v8@~f1* f2!41H.c.#52v8 cos~4u12!. ~36!

In terms of this relative phase, the spatial symmetries
given by Eqs.~30!–~32! with the replacementu→u12.

a. u12u25np/2. This class of condensates is preferr
by v8.0. There are four general states, corresponding
0-5
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each of the possible values ofn. We see by the symmetr
transformations in Eqs.~30!–~32! that each of these state
breaks the lattice rotational symmetry as well as break
one of the two translational symmetries while leaving t
other intact. On these grounds alone, we could guess
these states correspond to ‘‘stripelike’’ phases. To be m
concrete, we may go back to our real-space representa
for the vortex fieldF(rW) in Eq. ~17! and draw real-space
pictures of these lattice states. The values of the field
various points will be gauge dependent, but the location
frustrated bonds~which are places of higher energy densit!
is gauge independent and therefore a good way to chara
ize the state of the system. This is shown for the caseu12
5p/2, as an example, in Fig. 3~a!. Investigations of this sor
lead us to conclude that the four ground states of the sys
in this case are characterized by ‘‘stripes’’ of energy dens
as shown in Fig. 3~b!.

We now turn to a characterization of this system in ter
of the electron degrees of freedom. Because we have bro
the dual U~1! symmetry of the vortices and we are at ha
filling, these states will be Mott insulators. The charge d
grees of freedom reside on the plaquettes of the dual la
and are fixed at one charge ofe per dual plaquette. It ha
been suggested12,4 that the frustrated bonds of the dual latti
should correspond to singlet bonds of the electron syst
since one expects regions of higher energy along the l
where the electrons spend most of their time. This relati
ship between the frustrated bonds on the dual lattice and

FIG. 3. ~a! The vortex condensates withu125p/2, which cor-
respond toF(r )5(1/A2)(x r

01x r
p). Frustrated bonds are slashe

~b! Schematic of the four ‘‘striped’’ states corresponding tou12

5np/2 with higher-energy~frustrated! bonds slashed.
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singlet bonds on the original lattice is illustrated in Fig.
These ‘‘striped’’ vortex phases then correspond to sp
Peierls ~or ‘‘bond-density-wave’’! order in the insulating
electron system.

b. u12u25p/41np/2. These condensates are favor
by v8,0. Here, however, each ground state breaks all of
discrete lattice symmetries. We proceed as above and ob
characterizations of these states in terms of the location
frustrated bonds. The result is a plaquettelike structure
seen in Fig. 5.

In terms of the electron degrees of freedom, we wo
like to again interpret the frustrated bonds of the dual latt
as regions where singlet-type bonds of the electron sys
reside. The plaquettelike structure of these vortex states
then correspond to a ‘‘plaquette RVB’’ state of the electr
system, as shown in Fig. 6.

2. kf1lÅ0, kf2lÄ0 or kf1lÄ0, kf2lÅ0

These condensates are preferred in the casev4.0. We
may proceed as above in drawing real-space diagrams c
sponding to these states. We find, as shown in Fig. 7,
these states have vortex currents around each plaquett
alternating sign.

In order to interpret this state, we will have to put back
the spinons which have been ignored in the previous disc
sion. The vortex-spinon action is

FIG. 4. Schematic of the relationship between frustrated bo
of the dual lattice~slashed! and links of the original lattice where
the corresponding ‘‘singlet bonds’’ reside~dashed!.

FIG. 5. The vortex condensate withu125p/4, which corre-
sponds toF r50.9x r

010.4x r
p . Locations where the field is zero ar

denoted by a dot. Relatively unhappy bonds are slashed.
0-6
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S5Sv1Ss1SCS, ~37!

Sv52tv (
^ i 8 j 8&

m i 8 j 8 cosS u i 82u j 82
ai 8 j 8

2 D , ~38!

with ^¹3a&52p, ~39!

Ss52(̂
i j &

s i j @ t i j
s f̄ i f j1t i j

D f i↑ f j↓#2(
i

f̄ i f i , ~40!

SCS5( i
p

4 S 12)
h8

m D ~12s i j !, ~41!

where i , j label sites on the original lattice andi 8, j 8 label
sites on the dual lattice. Looking atSv , we see that the
alternating vortex currents would like to induce compens
ing fluctuations in either theai 8 j 8 or m i 8 j 8 fields. Allowing
fluctuations of the gauge fielda ~which describes charg

FIG. 6. Schematic of states corresponding to thev8,0 vortex
condensates. Relatively unhappy bonds of the dual lattice
slashed, and links of the original lattice where the singlet-ty
bonds reside are dashed. We associate this structure wi
‘‘plaquette RVB’’ state of the electrons.
13451
t-

fluctuations!, and ignoring the coupling to the spinons, th
alternating vortex currents would induce charge-dens
wave ~CDW! order at wave vector (p,p). However, with a
large on-siteU, this state will be greatly suppressed. If w
forbid charge fluctuations, we see that the alternating vor
currents will instead drive a mean field in theZ2 gauge field:

)
h8

m i 8 j 85~21!nf'21 ~42!

~where nf is the number of spinons in the dual plaque
denoted byh), which corresponds to one spinon per un
cell. Unlike the previously considered vortex condensa
~with v4,0), at the level of vortex mean-field theory, th
state has no broken translational symmetries.~However, we
cannot rule out the breaking of symmetries by the charge
spin fluctuations.! We note that a possible candidate for th
state which has one electron per until cell and uniform
ergy density is the antiferromagnet.

C. Summary of vortex theory

We have seen that our dual-vortex theory describes b
standard BCS and striped or plaquetted-wave superconduct

re
e

a

FIG. 7. The vortex condensate withF r5x r
01 ix r

p . Since the
field is complex, the magnitude is given by the length and
argument by the direction of the arrow at each site. The direction
vortex current is indicated on the bonds.
mmetry

e

TABLE I. Summary of vortex condensates, listing the spatial symmetries~translations in thex̂ or ŷ
directions and rotation by 90°) broken by each. The first two condensates preserve the dual U(1) sy
and are therefore superconductors; the remaining three break the dual U~1! and are confined insulators.

Vortex condensate Broken spatial symmetries Characterization of phas

^f2* f1&5eiu

u5n
p

2
Rp/2 , Tx , or Ty Striped SC

u5
p

4
1n

p

2

Rp/2 Plaquette SC

u^f1&u5u^f2&u

u12u25n
p

2
Rp/2 , Tx or Ty Striped confined insulator

u12u25
p

4
1n

p

2

Rp/2 Plaquette confined insulator

^f1&Þ0, ^f2&50 Confined
or None insulator

^f1&50, ^f2&Þ0
0-7
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ors as well as a host of confined insulating states. A su
mary of the various vortex condensates is given in Tabl
We now summarize the results of Landau theory for the tr
sitions from thed-wave superconductor to the confined ins
lator at half-filling.

We consider first the transition from a vacuum of vortic
~a superconductor! to a U~1!-breaking condensate of vortice
~an insulator!. Within mean-field theory, the nature of th
insulating state is determined by the signs of the coup
constants in Eq.~23!, and we have the following possibl
direct transitions out of the symmetricd-wave supercon-
ductor:

v4,0, v8.0: dSC→spin2Peierls, ~43!

v4,0, v8,0: dSC→plaquette RVB, ~44!

v4.0: dSC→uniform state of electrons. ~45!

One might hope to ascertain which of these insulat
states is preferred close to ad-wave superconductor, includ
ing fluctuations beyond the mean-field level, by consider
the fixed points of the action in Eq.~23!. In particular, we see
that the sign ofv4 determines whether we enter one of t
states of broken translational symmetry~spin-Peierls or
plaquette RVB! or the state with uniform energy densi
~possibly the antiferromagnet!. The work of Blagoeva13 on
the theory of two-component complex fields with these~and
other! couplings gives a stable fixed point atv4,0, to order
e2 (e542D, D5d11, in d spatial dimensions!. This sug-
gests that the transition dSC→ spin-Peierls would be pre
ferred over dSC→ uniform state. This is tantalizing give
the experimental evidence for intervening ‘‘stripey’’ phas
between the superconducting and antiferromagnetic ph
in the cuprates.14

In the case of the striped and plaquette superconduc
when the single-vortex species in Eq.~33! condenses, super
conductivity in these states is destroyed and we enter a
fined insulating state. Because the relative phaseu1-u2 is
already fixed within these superconductors, we see from
above analysis of the insulating phases that the insula
state is pre-determined. The striped superconductor~with u
5np/2) enters the spin-Peierls insulator, and the plaqu
superconductor~with u5p/41np/2) enters the plaquette
RVB insulator. In other words, these spatially ordered sup
conductors make transitions into insulating states with
same broken spatial symmetries:

v8.0: striped SC→spin-Peierls, ~46!

v8,0: plaquette SC→plaquette-RVB. ~47!

In the preceding section, we have considered state
electron systems at half-filling near ad-wave superconducto
within a dual formulation in terms of vortices. Each phase
characterized by a dual~vortex! order parameter. At one
electron per unit cell, the frustration of the vortex theo
manifests itself in spontaneously broken spatial symmetr
Exploiting the fact that the vortex order parameters bre
spatial symmetries has helped us identify these vortex ph
13451
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with more familiar phases of electrons~such as the spin-
Peierls state!, as well as phases like the striped superco
ductor. The dual formulation shows us the enhanced cha
for striped superconductors near half-filling. In the next s
tion, we will add back in the spinons~and, along with them,
their long-ranged statistical interaction with the vortice!,
and extract information about the critical properties of t
confinement transition using field theory methods.

IV. CONFINEMENT TRANSITION

Having explored the vortex sector of the theory with o
electron per unit cell, we now wish to put the spinons back
and address the critical properties of the confinement tra
tion. Because we will continue to work at half-filling, th
confined states of electrons will be Mott insulators. Wh
the theory of vortices and spinons coupled toZ2 gauge fields
may in principle be numerically accessible, the action suff
from the notorious fermion sign problem. Here, we discus
special case which will turn out to be accessible to pertur
tive RG calculations.

Focusing on the spinon Hamiltonian~and dropping theZ2
gauge field for the time being!

Hs52 (
^rr 8&

@ t rr 8
s f r

†f r 81t rr 8
D

~ f r↑ f r 8↓1H.c.!#, ~48!

we choose the special case

ts5utDu[t, ~49!

with nearest-neighbord-wave pairing amplitude

t rW,rW6 x̂
D

51t,

t rW,rW6 ŷ
D

52t. ~50!

Following Affleck et al.,15 we introduce the fields

S dr↑
dr↓

† D 55 e2 i (p/8)syS f r↑
f r↓

† D , for y even,

~2 isy!e2 i (p/8)syS f r↑
f r↓

† D , for y odd

~51!

~wheresy is the usual Pauli matrix!; the spinon Hamiltonian
becomes

Hs52 (
^rr 8&

t rr 8~dra
† dr 8a1H.c.!, ~52!

with

t rr 85H 2t for y and y8 even,

t otherwise.
~53!

This is the Hamiltonian of fermions hopping in 2D in th
presence ofp flux per plaquette. We have succeeded in fin
ing a Hamiltonian for the spin sector which has a conser
fermion number. The original theory@Eq. ~4!# can now be
written in terms of thesed fermion fields, the chargons, an
theZ2 gauge field. Following a transformation which can g
0-8
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rid of the Berry’s phase term16 this theory can be modele
numerically with no fermion sign problem. Here, we inste
proceed to a low-energy continuum Hamiltonian for the s
sector. To this end, we diagonalizeHs to find two Dirac
points. These are the usuald-wave quasiparticle nodes a
(kx ,ky)5(6p/2,6p/2) except that, due to thep flux per
plaquette, we have doubled the unit cell and halved the B
louin zone; it now contains only two of these nodes, wh
we denoteKW 1 and KW 2. In terms of long-wavelength field
residing at these two nodes,

dj a~xW !.c1 j a~xW !eiK 1•x1c2 j a~xW !eiK 2•x ~54!

~where j 51,2 labels the sublattice!, the continuum Hamil-
tonian is

Hs5E d2x vsc1a
† @t1~2 i ]x!1t2~2 i ]y!#c1a

1vsc2a
† @t2~2 i ]x!1t1~2 i ]y!#c2a , ~55!

where

t1[
1

A2
~tx1tz!, ~56!

t2[
1

A2
~tx2tz!. ~57!

Here,tW acts in the sublattice space, and we have rotated
x andy axes at each node by 45°. Just as the Hamiltonian
the d fermions was diagonal in the spin label, so is this o
and we are left with a theory of four species of Dirac ferm
ons. Note that the spinon characteristic velocityvs is isotro-
pic in space because of our choicets5utDu.

Defining Dirac matrices in 211 dimensions,

at node KW 1 : at node KW 2 :

g0[ty , g0[ty ,

g1[t2 , g1[2t1 ,

g2[2t1 , g2[t2 , ~58!

~gm!†5gm ; $gm ,gn%52dmn ~at each node!, ~59!

we proceed to the Euclidean Lagrangian density

Ls5c̄a@g0]01vsg i] i #ca , ~60!

c̄[c†g0 . ~61!

The fieldsca have two components~corresponding to the
sublattice label!, and summation conventions on the numb
of speciesaP@1,4# ~one for each spin at each of the tw
nodes! and the spatial dimensioni P@1,2# are in use.

We have succeeded in writing a low-energy effect
theory for the spin sector which is just that of four species
two-component Dirac fermions. We may now write down
13451
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full low-energy effective theory where, since the spinon a
vortex sectors each display U~1! symmetries

ca→eiacca , ~62!

f→eiaff, ~63!

we may implement the statistical spinon-vortex interact
using U~1! ~rather thanZ2) Chern-Simons gauge fieldsAf

andAc. We proceed to a field theory modeling the confin
ment transition between a spin-charge-separated (d-wave!
superconductor and a spin-charge-confined Mott insula
For simplicity, we consider the vortex theory with only on
species@Eq. ~33!#, and thereby consider transitions out of th
striped-plaquette superconductor given in Eqs.~46! and~47!.
The low-energy effective action is

S5E d2xdt@Ls1Lv1LCS1Lvs#, ~64!

Ls5c̄a~]”2 igA” c!ca1kc̄a~g i] i2 igg iAi
c!ca , ~65!

Lv5u~]m2 igAm
f!fu21m2ufu21u0~ ufu2!2, ~66!

LCS5 i emnlAm
f]n Al

c , ~67!

Lvs5v0ca
†caufu2, ~68!

with

aP@1,N54#, k5
vs

vv
21, ~69!

where k is a measure of the velocity anisotropy betwe
vortices and spinons and will be treated as a perturbat
We have added the termLvs in the interest of including all
possible relevant interactions. The Chern-Simons te
causes a vortex taken around a spinon to acquire a pha

f→expS ig R AW f
•d lW Df5eig2

f, ~70!

and likewise for a spinon after encircling a vortex,

c→expS ig R AW c
•d lW Dc5eig2

c, ~71!

so that the full statistical interaction is achieved when

g25p52pa, a5
1

2
~72!

~wherea is the so-called ‘‘statistics angle’’ and is equal
1/2 since the vortex and the spinon are relative semions!. The
theory as written neglects charge fluctuations, which is
justified within the superconducting phase. The full vort
theory would include an additional minimal coupling to
gauge fielda.17 As seen in the dualXY model, this coupling
causes runaway flows, and is probably best modeled num
cally. At this point, we leave out the gauge fielda and its
attendant problems, but we will revisit this question short
0-9
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C. LANNERT, MATTHEW P. A. FISHER, AND T. SENTHIL PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 134510
When the vortex Lagrangian is taken through critical
(m2,0), the statistical interaction, mediated by the gau
fieldsAm

f andAm
c , will drive spin-charge confinement. Here

we seek the effect of these statistics on critical propertie
the system. In particular, we wish to calculateb functions
for the couplingsu0 , v0 , k, andg, as well as the anomalou
dimensions of the vortex and spinon fields.

We work inD5d1153 dimensions~indeed, our Chern-
Simons flux attachment is not well defined in higher dime
sions!, and define dimensionless couplings

u5L21u0KD53 , ~73!

v5v0KD53 , ~74!

where factors ofKD5@2D21pD/2G(D/2)#21 have been put
in for later convenience. The bare propagators in the Lan
gauge are

fermions: G0
c52

ik/

k2
, ~75!

vortices: G0
f5

1

k2
, ~76!

gauge fields:S0
mn52

emnlkl

k2
5^Am

cAn
f&, ~77!

^AfAf&5^AcAc&50. ~78!

~The fermion propagator is diagonal in the labela, so we
have suppressed this index.!

For theb functions we find, to lowest nonvanishing ord
~one loop!,

du

dl
5u210u21S N

3
1Ck D v21•••, ~79!

dv
dl

524uv1•••, ~80!

dg2

dl
50, ~81!

dk

dl
501•••. ~82!

We expect that at higher orders,g will enter into du/dl and
dv/dl nontrivially, but thatg itself should not renormalize a
any order, following the argument given by Semenoffet al.18

The one-loop RG equations foru andv have a stable solu
tion at v50, so that the theory decouples into separ
spinon and vortex theories. At this order, since the spin
and vortex sectors decouple, we may ignore the Che
Simons gauge fields~effectively takingg50) and include
the effects of charge fluctuations by using the full dualXY
model for the vortex sector:
13451
e
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Lv5u~]m2 ie0am!fu21
1

2
u¹W 3aW u21m2ufu21u0~ ufu2!2.

~83!

Recently, much work has gone into tackling the critical pro
erties of theeÞ0 model,19 and we may use these results.

To first order, then, we find afixed line, parametrized by
values of the statistics anglea ~or, equivalently, the coupling
g). At lowest nonvanishing order, this line is given by

u* .udual* , ~84!

v* .0, ~85!

~g2!* 5g25p, ~86!

e* .edual , ~87!

k* .k, ~88!

where byudual* andedual we mean the values of these co
plings at the fixed point of the dualXY model.

In order to see whether spinon-vortex velocity anisotro
grows, we need to take theb function for k to its lowest
nonvanishing order, which is two loops. The result is

dk

dl
52

31

240

g4

p2
k1•••. ~89!

Since the system flows towardk50, it is legitimate to treat
this term as a perturbation, and the theory becomes ‘‘rela
istic’’ at the critical point.

We proceed by calculating the anomalous dimensions
the spinon and vortex fields, to lowest order, near the crit
point. To that end, we consider the self-energies

@Gf~k!#215@G0
f~k!#211Sf~k!, ~90!

@Gc~k!#215@G0
c~k!#211Sc~k!. ~91!

Near the critical point, the anomalous dimensions are gi
by

Gf~k!}
1

uku22hf
, ~92!

Gc~k!}
2 ik/

uku22hc
~93!

~up to additive constants!. Working at the fixed point
(u,v,g2) 5 (u* 5udual* , v* 50, g2* 5p) and calculating
the spinon and vortex self-energies to two loops in th
dimensions, we find

hf5hdual2
4

3

~g4!*

16p2
N1•••, ~94!

hc52
1

3

~g4!*

16p2
1•••. ~95!
0-10
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Since we are in the case with one vortex species, we m
take the numerical results of Hove and Sudbo”

19 for the
anomalous dimension of the vortex field in thefull dual XY
model in D53: hf.20.24. After plugging inN54 and
g2* 5p into our result, we find

hf.20.242
1

3
.20.57, ~96!

hc.2
1

48
.20.02. ~97!

These critical exponents may reveal themselves in m
quantities. In particular, the spectral function as probed
ARPES and the spin-spin correlations probed by NMR
neutron scattering. Within our theory, the low-energy el
tron correlator decouples into chargon and spinon pieces
g→0:

^c~x!c†~0!&5^b~x!b†~0!&^ f ~x! f †~0!&. ~98!

These correlators will exhibit anomalous dimensionshb and
h f , which can be expanded perturbatively aroundg* 50:

hb5hXY1Cb
(2)~g* !21•••, ~99!

h f5hc5Cf
(2)~g* !21•••, ~100!

where we have calculatedCf
(2).20.03. The anomalous di

mension for the 3DXY model ~appropriate for one vortex
species! has been calculated by Hasenbusch and To¨rök using
Monte Carlo methods;20 they findhXY.0.038. The anoma
lous dimension will also enter into the spin-spin correlati
13451
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function. Within our model, it looks as though vertex corre
tion diagrams will not contribute as much near the critic
point as the direct@Gc#2 term.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have used a gauge theory of stron
interacting electrons to explore the regions near the su
conducting state in the high-Tc cuprates. This gauge theor
exhibits spin-charge-separated and spin-charge-confi
phases. We have seen that the presence of one electro
unit cell has profound implications for the regions near t
superconducting state. Within a dual description, half-filli
of electrons corresponds to fully frustrated vortices, lead
to a spontaneous breaking of translational symmetries in
electron system. From this, we have seen the possibility
striped superconductivity as well as a host of confined in
lators descending fromd-wave superconducting phases. W
have then used Chern-Simons methods to calculate low
order critical properties of the confinement transition b
tween these phases. Because we have worked at half-fi
of electrons throughout, our results are of particular r
evance to the undoped cuprate materials, which may be s
charge confined. However, we also hope that the flavor
our results may be of interest in the heavily overdoped m
terials, where the confinement of spin and charge may re
in a Fermi liquid phase.
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